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• Context of ~all studies :

 High plasma conductivity

 Maxwell equations + Ohm law   ⇒   ∂B/∂t = η ∇2B - B(∇.V)  ≈ - B(∇.V)

  ⇒ B frozen-in

  ⇒ E = - V× B   almost everywhere (0 in plasma frame)

  ⇒ quasi-neutrality

       &  E.B=0   (Δφ conserved along B lines, = electric equipotentials)

• Magnetospheres :   "object-worlds"

 

• Kivelson, M. G. & C. T. Russell, eds., Introduction to Space Physics, Cambridge University Press, 1995. 

• Encrenaz, T., J. -P. Bibring, M. Blanc, A. Barucci, F. Roques & P. Zarka, Le système solaire (3ème 
édition), Savoirs Actuels, EDP-Sciences / CNRS-Éditions, Paris, 2003.
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Solar wind



- dominated by bulk energy density : NmV2/2

- carries away solar B rooted in the Sun ⇒ ballerina skirt
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- SW parameters at planetary orbits (r in AU) :

V ~400/r2/7 km/s T ~2x105/r2/7 K

N = 5/r2 cm-3

Br = 3/r2 nT  Bϕ=BrΩr/V = 3/r nT

VS ~ 60/r1/7 km/s VA ~ 40x(1/2+r-2/2)1/2 km/s

• Solar Wind



• Solar Wind - Obstacle interaction

- depends on nature of obstacle :

 

[Lepping, 1986]

A:  SW - absorber (Moon) ⇒ wake

B:  SW - atmosphere/ionosphere, no B (Venus, Comets, Titan/SW) ⇒ induced MS

C:  SW - conducting body, no atmosphere: VVS x B VS ⇒ E ⇒ B  (no example in the SW)

D:  SW - intrinsic large-scale B, strong enough for PB balances PDYN ⇒ MS

(B,C,D) : bow shock ; A : no shock

D:  SW - intrinsic large-scale B, strong enough for PB balances PDYN ⇒ MS



[Cahill & Patel, 1967]

D: ⇒ abrupt boundary in planetary B = magnetopause



Planetary magnetic fields



• Origin

- Dynamo : Rotation + Convection (thermal, compositional) + Conducting fluid 
(Earth : liquid Fe-Ni in external core, Jupiter : metallic H)   ⇒   sustained B field
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model, which leads to a mid–latitude northern auroral zone in spite of the modest tilt
angle of 9.6◦ between the rotation and dipole axes.

Energetic trapped particle observations by spacecraft provide an independent data set
which can be utilized to validate the accuracy of any planetary magnetic field model.
The approach used is to recognize that natural satellites are absorbing bodies of the
trapped radiation. Also, like occulting disks, when the spacecraft is located on a field line
“threading” the natural satellite, a reduced intensity of radiation or micro–absorption
“signature” can be observed. This principle was first utilized to identify the presence of
non–optically detected new natural satellites and rings of Jupiter and Saturn.

Acuña and Ness (1976b) applied this methodology to predict the possible existence of
an undetected satellite or ring of absorbing particles at 1.83 RJ , in order to explain
“anomalous” observations by Pioneer 11 of trapped radiation close to Jupiter. The visual
observation of the particle ring of Jupiter by the Voyager 1 spacecraft cameras in 1979
was excellent testimony to both the accuracy of the planetary magnetic field model and
also the creative interpretation of possible explanations for the Pioneer 11 radiation belt
data set (McLaughlin, 1980).

Fig. 1: Isointensity contour map of Jupiter’s magnetic field (in Gauss) on planetary surface
using NASA–GSFC 04 model. System III longitude is employed.

The geometry of the Jovian magnetic field is rather more complex than that of Earth
because of the large dipole and quadrupole moments. An isointensity contour map for
the Jovian field is shown in Figure 1 on the surface of the planet. The presence of the
strong dipole and quadrupole terms leads to a maximum magnetic field in the north polar
regions of the planet of 14.0 Gauss, substantially more than the dipole term’s equatorial
field would suggest (2 × 4.28 = 8.56). This maximum value corresponds well to the

- Remanent / ancient dynamo (Mars, Moon...)

craters (11), throughout the northern lowlands implies that the
underlying crust may be as old as the Noachian southern
highlands.

Association of Magnetic Features and Known Fault Systems. At least
two major faults, previously identified in imagery and topogra-
phy, align with contours of the magnetic field measured at
satellite altitude. Cerberus Rupes is part of an extensive fracture
system, Cerberus Fossae, extending from about 12°N, 154°E to
6°N, 175°E, southeast of Elysium (12). The northwest trending
fractures and fissure vents of this system separate the Cerberus
Plains, a broad, topographically f lat expanse of young volcanic
flows to the south and southeast, from the older, knobby terrain
to the north. The magnetic contours in this region align with
fractures of this system and extend for !2,000 km or more.
Because very large volumes of intensely magnetized rock are
required to produce significant fields at a 400-km altitude, this
visible feature marks an extensive magnetization contrast (in-
tensity and!or direction of magnetization) aligned with the
fracture system. Similar trending magnetic anomalies can be
traced, discontinuously, down to mid southern latitudes ("40°).

The magnetic contours along the eastern extent of Valles
Marineris align with this fault system as well (positive, or red,
contours above and negative, or blue, below). Valles Marineris
is a 4,000-km-long system of west–northwest-trending intercon-
nected troughs, linear pit chains, and parallel grabens just south
of the equator spanning 250°E to 320°E longitudes (13). The
troughs reach depths of 8–10 km below the surrounding plateau
and formed subsequent to Lunae and Syria Plana plateaus dating

to the Early Hesperian, !3.5 billion years ago (14). The magnetic
contours along the eastern extent of Valles Marineris, from
about 285°E to 300°E, indicate the presence of a significant
contrast in crustal magnetization aligned with the system. The
western extent of Valles Marineris is effectively nonmagnetic and
flanked by the Syria, Sinai, and Solis Plana to the south and
Lunae planum to the north. The transition to magnetized crust
moving eastward along Valles Marineris roughly coincides with
the transition from ridged plains terrain, both north and south,
to the more heavily cratered, ostensibly older terrain to the east
(e.g., Lunae Planum to Xanthe Terra). This observation suggests
erasure of a preexisting magnetic imprint associated with the
encroachment of volcanic flows, moving eastward, with some-
what greater effectiveness southward of Valles Marineris where
more material was emplaced. Magnetized crust can be effectively
demagnetized over geologic time by thermal remagnetization in
a weak field environment at elevated temperatures (see Appendix
B: Thermal Remagnetization). The efficacy of demagnetization
depends critically on the magnetic mineralogy in the crust and
both the duration and temperature of the thermal event.

Association of Magnetic Features and Volcanic Constructs. The
crustal magnetic fields mapped to the north, west, and south of
Olympus Mons offer further evidence of thermal demagnetiza-
tion by the emplacement of thick volcanic flows atop a previously
magnetized crust. Magnetic contours in Arcadia and Amazonis
extend inward toward Olympus Mons no further than approxi-
mately the "2 km elevation contour marking the extension of the
aureole some 1,000 km to the north and northwest. Similarly,

Fig. 1. Map of the magnetic field of Mars observed by the MGS satellite at a nominal 400-km altitude. Each pixel is colored according to the median value of
the filtered radial magnetic field component observed within the 1° # 1° latitude!longitude range represented by the pixel. Colors are assigned in 12 steps
spanning two orders of magnitude variation. Where the field falls below the minimum contour, a shaded Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter topography relief map
provides context. Contours of constant elevation ("4, "2, 0, 2, and 4 km elevation) are superimposed, as are dashed lines representing rotations about common
axes (short dashed line, axis northeast of Elysium Mons; long dashed line, axis northeast of Hellas).

Connerney et al. PNAS " October 18, 2005 " vol. 102 " no. 42 " 14971
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[Brain et al., 2003 ; Connerney et al., 2005]

Mars Global Surveyor (1996-2006) : no global magnetosphere, up to 104-5 nT locally at surface (tectonics-related ?)
⇒  "mini-MS" form small bumps above the ionosphere, up to >1000 km altitude

- Induced (Jovian / Saturnian satellites)

[Ness, 1988]



[Stevenson, 2003]1 G = 10-4 T = 105 nT



 Equation of a dipolar field line : r = L sin2θ

Dipolar approximation :

 ψ = M.r/r3  = M cosθ / r2

    ⇒ B :  Br    = -∂ψ/∂r =  2 M cosθ / r3

  Bθ   = -1/r ∂ψ/∂θ =  M sinθ  / r3

  Bϕ   = 0

 |B| = M/r3 (1+3cos2θ)1/2    =   Be/L3 (1+3cos2θ)1/2

 with Be = M/RP
3 = field intensity at the equatorial surface and r = L RP

∇ x B = 0 out of the sources (above the planetary surface)

 ⇒ B = -∇ψ  (ψ = scalar potential)

• Description / Representation



• Multipolar development in spherical harmonics :
  ψ = RP Σn=1→∞  (RP/r)n+1 Si

n   + (r/RP)n Se
n

This representation is valid out of the sources (currents). Specific currents (e.g. 
equatorial disc at Jupiter & Saturn) are described by an additional explicit model, not an 
external potential.

Degree n=1 corresponds to the dipole, n=2 to quadrupole, n=3 to octupole, …

Si
n = internal sources (currents)

Se
n = external sources (magnetopause currents, equatorial current disc ...)

with
 Si

n = Σm=0→n Pn
m(cosθ) [gn

m cosmφ + hn
m sinmφ]

  Se
n = Σm=0→n Pn

m(cosθ) [Gn
m cosmφ + Hn

m sinmφ]

Pn
m(cosθ) = orthogonal Legendre polynomials

gn
m, hn

m, Gn
m, Hn

m = Schmidt coefficients (internal and external)



- remote : radio ⇒ existence, intensity, inclination of Jupiter's B field
+ rotation (magnetic longitude system III,1965.0 : P = 9 h 55 min 29.711 sec)

- in-situ : magnetometers along orbital or fly-by trajectories

[Moore et al., 2018]

Jupiter : Pioneer 10 & 11 (1973-74), Voyager 1 & 2 (1979),
  (Ulysses 1992, Galileo 1995-2003), Juno (≥2016)
⇒ intense, N anomaly, secular variation 1973-2019 detected 
recently

• Measurements



 
Planète Terre Jupiter Jupiter Saturne Uranus Neptune 
RP (km) 6378 71372 71372 60330 25600 24765 
Modèle IGRF 2000 O6 VIT4 Z3 Q3 O8 

g1
0 -0.29615 +4.24202 +4.28077 +0.21535 +0.11893 +0.09732 

g1
1 -0.01728 -0.65929 -0.75306 0 +0.11579 +0.03220 

h1
1 +0.05186 +0.24116 +0.24616 0 -0.15685 -0.09889 

g2
0 -0.02267 -0.02181 -0.04283 +0.01642 -0.06030 +0.07448 

g2
1 +0.03072 -0.71106 -0.59426 0 -0.12587 +0.00664 

h2
1 -0.02478 -0.40304 -0.50154 0 +0.06116 +0.11230 

g2
2 +0.01672 +0.48714 +0.44386 0 +0.00196 +0.04499 

h2
2 -0.00458 +0.07179 +0.38452 0 +0.04759 -0.00070 

g3
0 +0.01341 +0.07565 +0.08906 +0.02743 0 -0.06592 

g3
1 -0.02290 -0.15493 -0.21447 0 0 +0.04098 

h3
1 -0.00227 -0.38824 -0.17187 0 0 -0.03669 

g3
2 +0.01253 +0.19775 +0.21130 0 0 -0.03581 

h3
2 +0.00296 +0.34243 +0.40667 0 0 +0.01791 

g3
3 +0.00715 -0.17958 -0.01190 0 0 +0.00484 

h3
3 -0.00492 -0.22439 -0.35263 0 0 -0.00770 

Mt dipolaire (G.RP
3) 0.305 4.26  0.215 0.228 0.142 

Inclinaison (B / ) +11° -9.6°  -0° -58.6° -46.9° 
Offset centre dipôle 
/ centre planète (RP) 

0.08 0.07  0.04 0.31 0.55 

 

- Description up to order 3-5 (S,U,N), 9 (J), 14 (E) = truncations of higher order developments

[Moore et 
al., 2018]

Juno JRM09 model



- Jupiter (& Saturne) : current disk in centrifugal equator (300 MA,  5-50 x 5 RJ)
- Saturn : B aligned with rotation axis
- Mercury : N/S asymetry, magnetic equator shifted by 0,2 RM Northward
- Uranus, Neptune : strongly offset & tilted B fields

Pioneer, Voyager

CA

~400 nT

B

Mariner 10

8 N. F. Ness

Figure 2: Isointensity mercator plots on surface of planet of Q3 and O3 models of Uranus’
magnetic field. Cross hatched areas represent theoretical location of auroral and polar cap
zones.
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Figure 3: Isointensity plots in surface of planet of Q8 and O8 models of Neptune’s magnetic
field. Cross hatched areas represent theoretical location of auroral and polar cap zones.

Voyager 2

[adapted from 
Ness, 1992]

Voyager 2



Origin & size of the 
magnetospheres



• Magnetopause

- Pressure equilibrium SW / planetary B :

 PSW = KNm(Vcosχ)2       =      PMS = BT
2/2µo	 (K = 1-2)

	 with BT = BP+BC = 2 BP  at MP nose    ⇒ MP shape and size

- MP sub-solar point :

	 RMP = (2 Beq
2/µoKNmV2)1/6       (dipolar field : BP = Beq (1+3cos2θ)1/2/R3 )



 

 Mercure Terre Jupiter Saturne Uranus Neptune 

RP (km) 2 439 6 378 71 492 60 268 25 559 24 764 

D orbitale (UA) 0.39 1 5.2 9.5 19.2 30.1 

Mdip (G.km3) 5.5 × 107 7.9 × 1010 1.6 × 1015 4.7 × 1013 3.8 × 1012 2.2 × 1012 

Champ à 
l'équateur  
Be (G) 

0.003 0.31 4.3 0.21 0.23 0.14 

Inclinaison [B, ] 
(°) et sens +14 +11.7 -9.6 -0. -58.6 -46.9 

RMP (RP) 
calculée 
[mesurée] 

 
1.4 

[~1.5] 

 
9 

[~10] 

 
40 

[~90] 

 
17 

[~20] 

 
22 

[~18] 

 
21 

[~23] 
 [Encrenaz et al., 2003]

RMP ∝ PVS-1/4.5







• Bow Shock

- supersonic / super-Alfvénic flow

 ⇒ bow shock ahead of MP

[Spreiter et al., 1966]

- in magnetosheath : slowed flow (V:4 for MA >> 1)

E = - V×B      &   ∇×E = -∂B∂t
⇒ ∂B/∂t + ∇×(V×B) = 0 ≈ ∇×(V×B) ≈ ∂(V×B)/∂x
⇒ B draping / pile-up (|V|.|B| = ct)







- Cusp above magnetic poles : direct entry of SW plasma (but not main source of aurora !)

- At Mercury : asymetric B ⇒ S cusp widely open ⇒ plasma bombardment of surface

- if no intrinsic B field  ⇒ induced MS, bow shock, B draping, tail, but no cusp

- Jupiter's magnetic tail ⇒ extends to Saturn's orbit

[Bagenal, 2002]

[Desch, 1983]



Magnetosphere dynamics



• Plasma circulation

	 - 2 convection cells + large scale E (dawn → dusk) inside Earth’s MS

 - energetic plasma inside MS

⇒ Open magnetosphere concept + Dungey cycle [Dungey, 1961]

	 - SW control (Bz) of MS activity : BN ≠ 0 when Bz // BP

	 - quasi-permanent circumpolar aurora (∅ = 10°-20°)





• Plasma circulation

- Tail stores / releases energy and magnetic flux

- Corotation ⇒ plasmasphère

- Neutral (X) line at equator : penetration of plasma in MS ⇒ MP no more equipotential 

- Auroral oval = limit open/closed field lines = projection of neutral line on ionosphere

- Poynting flux on obstacle :  Pm = B⊥
2/µo V  πRobs

2



- Convection = Dungey Cycle : (θ relative to 12-24h line)

 Econv = -ε VSW×BSW 
          = - Eosinθ er - Eocosθ eθ = 1/r  ∂φ/∂θ eθ
 φconv ~ ε VSW BSW R RP sinθ

- Corotation :
 Ecorot = - (Ω × r) × B = -Ω r B er = ∂φ/∂r er

 φcorot ~ Ω Be RP
2/R

06

24

18

12

⇒ équipotentials = flow lines of thermal plasma

⇒ superposition = global circulation





Earth

Mercury

Jupiter



• Jupiter sources >> Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

• Nneutrals/Nplasma  =  100 @ Saturn, 0.003 @ Jupiter

• Total MS mass ~ 107 kg @ Earth,  ~ 1010 kg @ Jupiter

• Plasma sources

- Solar Wind : cusp + diffusion/reconnection across Magnetopause (H & He, T~100 eV)

- Ionosphere : vertical diffusive equilibrium of cold plasma (T~0.1-1. eV)

- Satellites : Io : volcanism ⇒ plasma torus [Bagenal, 1994]

  Titan : atmospheric escape  [Sittler et al;, 2005]

  Enceladus : exosphere, plumes [Dougherty et al., 2005]

- Rings, Icy satellites & Mercury’s surfaces : sputtering / photo-dissociation + ionisation 
        [Young et al., 2005]



- satellites = plasma sources in the corotation region, beyond the synchronous orbit (J, S...)

Fcentrifuge = Fgravitation



[André, 2006]

⇒ Vasyliunas cycle (depends on B, R, Ω)

 [Vasyliunas, 1983]

• Plasma transport

- pickup / mass-loading ⇒ corotation + centrifugal force (interchange instability)
 ⇒ radial transport ⇒ from corotation to sub-corotation
 ⇒ internally driven "rotational" dynamics



- Saturn : intermediate Earth - Jupiter ? Dungey + Vasyliunas cycles superimposed ?

 [Cowley et al., 2004]



- Uranus : convection ⊥ corotation ⇒ helicoidal plasma trajectories ?

- Neptune : Magnetosphere alternately Earth-like & pole-on
       ⇒ no plasmasphere, mid-latitude aurorae



• Sporadic dynamics

- Internally controlled : Vasyliunas cycle ⇒ centrifugal ejections 

[Louarn et al., 2014 ; 2015]

- Externally controlled : Dungey cycle ⇒ substorms, + MS compressions 

[Hess et al., 2014]



Currents, M-I & M-S coupling

∂Ni/∂t + ∇. NiVi = Qi - Lie × Σ  (
      all species

) ⇒   ∇.J = 0  ⇒  closed current circuits



- radial diffusion from Io  ⇒  Jr

- plasma pick-up + mass-loading, acceleration to corotation by Jr x BMS at expense of 
ionospheric plasma momentum via Ji x Bi

Io

[Bagenal, 1989]

• Magnetosphere - Ionosphere coupling

	  ⇒ possible as long as   Jr ≤ σiΩBe/2R7/2

  ∇.J = 0	 ⇒   Ji = Jr Bi/BMS ~ 2R3 Jr    ≤    σi Ei ~ σi ΩR Be/R3 R3/2 = σi Ω Be/R1/2

Ei



[Cowley & Bunce, 2001]

- Corotation breakdown at 20-50 RJ

	 ⇒ J// max ⇒ main auroral oval at Jupiter



- Unmagnetized satellite / MS interaction (Io, Europa, Enceladus...)

 ⇒ Induced field 	

	 E = -V x BJ   with   V=Vcorot-VK   (=57 km/s @ Io)

	 Δφ ~ 2 Rsat E       (=4x105 V @ Io)   ⇒   induced current (a few 106 A)

 MA < 1 (no bow shock) ⇒ Alfvén wings / unipolar inductor ?

• Magnetosphere-Satellites coupling

[Goldreich & Lynden-Bell, 1969; Neubauer, 
1980, Saur et al., 2002, Khurana, 2009]

Flow dominated by magnetic energy, dissipated powed : Pd = ε BJ
2/µo V  πRobs

2

                                (ε ~ MA ~ 0.15)

to Jupiter →

BJ Btotal

Binduced

j



Dissipated powed :

Pd = ε k BJ
2/µo V  πRobs

2

   (k = cos4(θ/2) = 1 ; ε ~ 0.15)

• Magnetosphere-Satellites coupling

[Kivelson et al., 2004]

- Magnetized satellite / MS interaction (Ganymede, ~100 nT)

 ⇒   B reconnection 	
[Gurnett et al., 1996, 
Kivelson et al., 1997]



Aurora and radio emissions

radio	emission	(LHC)

radio	emission	(RHC)

UV	aurora

UV	aurora



• Aurora : short wavelengths

- strong currents + low plasma density  ⇒  e- acceleration 1-100 keV

- collisions, excitation de-excitation ⇒ aurora

- Earth : visible (O, N, N2)

[Knight,1972]

O

e- → N* → e- → O*

N2



- Jupiter, Saturn : UV (H, H2)

[Clarke et al., 
2002]

[Roesler et al., 1999; 
Geissler et al., 1999; 
Feldman et al., 2000]

Downstream                Upstream

- Io, Ganymede

- IR and X emissions (Jupiter)



• Aurora : radio emissions

[Zarka, 1998]

[Lamy et al., 2008]

[Queinnec & Zarka, 1998; Hess et al., 2008; Ryabov et al., 2014]



• Aurora : radio - UV correlations

[Lamy et al., 2009]

[Huff et al., 1988]

[Zarka, 1998]



- Highly magnetized medium (fpe << fce) 
- keV electrons 
 

• Radiation mechanism : the Cyclotron Maser Instability

- loss-cone (α) : V//o = c.cosθ = V/cosα  ⇒  θ = cos-1(V/c.cosα) <90°#(θ↓ for V or f↑)

- horseshoe/shell (E//) : V//o = c.cosθ ~ 0#  θ ~ 90° (∀ f )   # intensity ↑ with V

α

[Wu, 1985 ;  Treumann, 2006 ; Hess et al., 2008]

→ broad frequency range (f ~ fce ∝ |B|)
→ intense (TB~1015-20 K)
→ sporadic (msec-hour)
→ anisotropic (widely open hollow cone)
→ circularly/elliptically polarized (X mode)



(synchrotron from MeV 
electrons)

[Girard et al., A&A, 2016]

[Zarka, 2000]

Radiation belts



- MeV ions and electrons ⇒ synchrotron emission

1006 D. Santos-Costa et al.: Short-Term variability of Jupiter’s radiation-belt emission

Fig. 5. Two-dimensional images of Jupiter’s radiation-belt emission at 6-cm wavelength (CML= 130◦). On 12 May 1997 and 5 November 2002,
the radiation peak was located on the right-hand side of Jupiter. On 10 November 2002, the east lobe was as bright as the west lobe. Approximately
three weeks later (on 4 December 2002), the radiation peak shifted to the left-hand side of the planet and was still located on this side of Jupiter
on 11 December 2002 (see Sect. 3.2).

2002 due to a decrease in the intensity of the east lobe’s emission
peak of ∼20%.

The middle left-hand panel of Fig. 7 is an example of
changes in Jupiter’s Decimetric radiation only observed during
the VLA 1997 campaign. For the CML of 250◦, the switch of the
brightness peak from one side of the planet to the other occurred
between the day of 06 May 1997 and day of 12 May 2002. The
emission peak on the right-hand side (west lobe) first increased
by ∼26% in five days; then it decreased by 10% within one day.
Regarding the emission peak on the other side of the planet (east
lobe), we first observed a decrease in the intensity of radiation
then an enhancement. The sudden rise of the peak brightness
distribution on the right-hand side was enough to make the west
lobe become temporally brighter.

The one-dimensional scans of the equatorial brightness for
the CMLs of 270◦ and 300◦ show variability of Jupiter’s syn-
chrotron radiation in November 2002. For the CML of 270◦
(middle right-hand panel of Fig. 7), the equatorial brightness dis-
tribution on the left-hand side of the planet (east lobe) became
brighter in 2002 when the emission peak of the west lobe de-
creased in intensity by more than 40% (TB dropping from ∼108
to ∼76 K) while the emission peak of the east lobe only de-
creased by 15% (TB dropping from ∼92 to ∼80 K). For the CML
of 300◦ (lower left-hand panel of Fig. 7), the emission peak of
the east lobe barely fluctuated between the two VLA campaigns

of observations. The shift of the brightness peak from the left to
the right-hand side of Jupiter was the result of an increase of the
emission peak’s intensity of ∼14%. For the CML of 340◦ (lower
right-hand panel of Fig. 7) changes in the brightness distribution
likely occurred in May 1997 and November 2002.

4. Angular sectors for source of variability

Radiation from the lobes are generated by near-equatorial high-
energy electrons magnetically trapped between Jupiter’s sur-
face and the orbit of Amalthea (∼2.5 planetary radius (RJ))
(Santos-Costa & Bolton 2008). Due to the latitudinal confine-
ment of this electron population in a region of strong magnetic
field strength, brightness temperatures along the magnetic equa-
tor are greater than 30% of the brightness peak for radial dis-
tances ranging from 1 to 2 RJ. The emission peak is typically
radiated near 1.4 RJ. Because the strength of the planetary mag-
netic field B along the equator is 1/r3 dependent (dipolar ap-
proximation) and the synchrotron radiation is proportional to
(B × Energy)2, electrons populating L-shells in the [1.35; 1.45]
RJ range are likely the particles responsible for the emission
peaks (with an intensity greater than 90% of the maximum) ob-
served on both sides of the planet.

When the intensity of the peak brightness distribution of the
east and west lobes at a given CML were examined in previous

Jupiter

- no radiation belt at Mercury ?

- Uranus ? Neptune ?

Earth ⇒ Rapid losses in internal belt due to strong 
plasma wave-particle interactions ?

Saturn ?

[Santos-Costa 2009; Nenon 2018]



Radio Observations
&

Simulations



• S/C wave & particles instrumentation

- Cassini : RPWS (radio & plasma waves), CAPS, 
INMS (thermal plasma), MIMI (energetic plasma & 
ENA)
+ ISS (Imaging), UVIS, VIMS, CIRS (UV/IR spectro-imagers), MAG 
(magnetometer), RSS (radio science), CDA (dust)

Magnetometer

JADE
Low-energy particles

JEDI
High-energy particles

JIRAM
IR spectrometer

Waves
Radio & plasma

JunoCam
camera

UVS
UV spectrometer

Gravity 
Science

MWR
MicrowavesJuno



AKR high intensities

f≤fce

fce 

L-O
Z

R-X

Hiss

[de Féraudy et al., 1988 ; Bahnsen et al., 1989 ; Roux et al., 1993]

• In-source measurements : Earth (Viking)
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[Lamy et al., 2010, 2011]

6-9 keV

• In-source measurements : Saturn (Cassini)



[Kurth et al., 2017 ; Louarn et al., 2017]

• In-source measurements : Jupiter (Juno)



k

cone aperture (beaming 

[Cecconi et al., 2009]

• Remote measurements : Saturn (Cassini/RPWS goniopolarimetry)



• Remote measurements : Jupiter (Nançay)

[Lamy et al., 2017]



- emission catalog over 30+ years  ⇒ statistical studies

[Marques et al., 2017]

- detection (+ energetics) of Ganymede-Jupiter radio emissions
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[Zarka et al., 2018]



- high time-frequency measurements  ⇒  S-bursts  ⇒  microphysics
[Queinnec & Zarka, 2001 ; Zarka, 2004]

- loss-cone driven (oblique) CMI emission from
   Alfvén waves acceleration of electrons [Su et al. 2006, 

Hess et al., 2007a]

- discovery of kV double-layers / electron & ion holes along IFT 

<ΔE>=0.9 keV
<z>~0.1 RJ

[Hess et al, 2007b]
[Hess et al,, 2009a]



 Stability of potential drops  > 10 min.

- DL motion along the IFT at the local plasma sound velocity

[Hess et al, 2009b]

T ~ 1.5 eV

T ~ 0.14 eV~ 200 s ?



time

fc
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• Time-frequency radio arcs

[Hess et al., 2014]
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- Exoplanetary & Planetary Radio Emissions Simulator
 → Inputs: source(s) field line, B model, CMI, df/dv⊥ (loss-cone/shell, e- energy), cone thickness δθ, observing geometry
 → Outputs: occurrence & polarization sense (t,f)

0.6 keV

2.5 keV

10 keV

loss-cone beaming

[Hess et al., 2008, 2011]

Δ

• Time-frequency radio arcs & simulations (ExPRES)



- Favours loss-cone driven (oblique) CMI for Io-Jupiter arcs

O
blique/loss-cone

P
erp./S

hell

[Hess et al., 2008, 2011]

Nançay observations Juno/Waves observations

θ

[Louis et al. 2017]



Application to Exoplanets



→   need for comparative exo-magnetospheric physics

Mercury

Earth

Jupiter

Saturn Uranus Neptune

• Magnetospheric structure & dynamics strongly different at each planet



- detectable from exoplanets ?   →   Jupiter at ≤ 0.2 pc with LOFAR

• Magnetospheric radio emissions ?

[Zarka, 2010] 



[Zarka et al., 2001 ; Zarka, 2007, 2018]

• Radio-magnetic scaling law → predicted intensities

hot Jupiters : magnetospheric and 
induced emission



 [Willes & Wu, 2004, 2005]

 [Nichols, 2011, 2012]



 - Hot Jupiters ⇒ Spin-orbit synchronisation (tidal forces)   ⇒   ω↓
   but M ∝ ωα     with ½ ≤ α ≤ 1 ⇒   M↓     (B decay)  ?

• Magnetic field decay for hot Jupiters ?

[Sanchez-Lavega, 2004]
 - Internal structure + convection models
   ⇒ self-sustained dynamo ⇒   M could remain ≥ a few G.RJ

3

 - More favourable predictions for fast rotators
A&A 522, A13 (2010)

Fig. 1. Average magnetic field on the surface of the object, Bdyn, for M > 13 MJ, and dipole field, Bpol
dip, for M ≤ 13 MJ, as a function of age for

giant planets, brown dwarfs, and a very-low mass star with M = 125 MJ. All low-mass objects are assumed to be rapidly rotating. An estimate of
the average magnetic field of the Sun is overplotted (gray shaded area; for today’s average field see Schrijver 1987).

masses has a magnetic field at the surface that is consistently
stronger by a factor of four to five over the entire evolutionary
history.

Because of the higher luminosity that is essentially available
for magnetic flux generation, magnetic fields in brown dwarfs
are larger than fields on extrasolar giant planets, varying typi-
cally between a few kG and a hundred G depending on age and
mass. Magnetic fields in brown dwarfs also weaken over time as
brown dwarfs cool and loose luminosity as the power source for
magnetic field generation. Low-mass stars show a generally dif-
ferent behavior. A low-mass star with M = 125 MJ can produce
a magnetic field of about 2 kG during the first ten Myr, and the
field grows by about a factor of two until it stays constant from
an age of a few hundred Myr on. For the solar case, the mag-
netic field is roughly constant between 5× 107 and 108 yr, which
is maintained by the constant luminosity and rapid rotation.

4.2. Comparison to other field predictions

Magnetic field estimates for extrasolar giant planets are avail-
able from a variety of different scaling laws. Christensen (2010)
summarized scaling laws for planetary magnetic fields that
were proposed by different authors. Most of them assume a
strong relation between field strength and rotation rate. As an

example, Sánchez-Lavega (2004) estimated the dipolar mag-
netic moments of exoplanets using the “Elsasser number” scal-
ing law, which predicts the field to depend on the square root
of the rotation rate, but assumes no dependence on the energy
flux. Sánchez-Lavega (2004) predicts average magnetic fields of
∼30–60 G for rapidly rotating planets and ∼1 G for slowly rotat-
ing ones. The range of values is comparable to our predictions.
If young planets were generally fast rotators while old planets
rotate slowly, which could be the case when tidal braking plays
a role, the results would be similar. However, our model predicts
that energy flux rules the magnetic field strength so that extra-
solar giant planets have high magnetic fields during their youth
and weak magnetic fields at higher ages even if their rotational
evolution is entirely different (given that they are still rotating
fast enough for dynamo saturation).

Stevens (2005) used a very simplistic method to scale the
magnetic fields of extrasolar giant planets assuming that the
planetary magnetic moment is proportional to the planetary
mass. This implies no difference between magnetic fields in
young and old planets, and no difference between rapid and slow
rotators (but note that slow rotators were explicitly left out of
his analysis). Stevens (2005) also provides radio flux predictions
that we compare to our predictions in the next section.
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[Reiners & Christensen, 2010]
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[Grießmeier et al., 2011; 
 Grießmeier, 2018]

- Weak expected signal requires large instruments
- Star-Planet discrimination : polarization (circular) + periodicities (rotation, orbital)

 - Variable SPI for HD 189733 ?
[Farès et al., 2010]

• Prospects for radio detection



[Hess & Zarka, 2011]

• ExPRES simulations



- Planetary |B| & tilt ⇒ dynamo ⇒ planetary interior structure

- Planetary rotation ⇒ spin-orbit locking ?

- Presence of satellites
- Orbit inclination
- Star-Planet plasma Interactions : type, energetics

 ⇒ comparative exo-magnetospheric physics, exo-space weather

• What can we learn ?

Strong atmospheric erosion

- implications for exobiology (magnetosphere limits atmospheric erosion

 by SW and  CME, cosmic ray bombardment) 

[Griessmeier et al., 2004 ; 

Khodachenko et al., 2006]



Perspectives

• Planetary / magnetospheric space missions

  - ongoing : Juno, Maven, Cluster, Themis

  - incoming : BepiColombo, Juice

  - projects : Uranus/Neptune ...



• Present / Future large low-frequency radiotelescopes

LOFAR 30-250 MHz (NL, Eu)

SKA ≥50 MHz (Aus)

NenuFAR 10-85 MHz (Fr)



~ No ionosphere, low RFI level (farside, night) → range ≤ 30 MHz accessible

• Moon- / space-based low-frequency radiotelescopes



 - Plasma physics laboratories

 - Large diversity of scales and plasma environments

 - "Ground truth" for astrophysical applications

• Magnetospheres



• Heliosphere



• Astrospheres



Merci.


